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Abstract—In many social networks, people interact based on their interests. Community detection algorithms are then useful to reveal the sub-structures of a network and in particular interest groups. Identifying these users’ communities and the interests that bind them can help us assist their life-cycle. Certain kinds of online communities such as question-and-answer (Q&A) sites or forums, have no explicit social network structure. Therefore, many traditional community detection techniques do not apply directly. In this paper, we propose TTD (Topic Trees Distributions) an efficient approach for extracting topic from Q&A sites in order to detect communities of interest. Then we compare three detection methods we applied on a dataset extracted from the popular Q&A site StackOverflow. Our method based on topic modeling and user membership assignment is shown to be much simpler and faster while preserving the quality of the detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Question-and-answer sites (Q&A sites) initially aimed at enabling users to ask questions to a community of experts. Since these user-generated contents can be viewed and searched again, people with the same or similar questions can find answers by browsing or searching the questions that were already answered. On one hand, Q&A sites have become huge repositories of question-answer content which support highly valuable and highly reusable knowledge [1]. On the other hand, Q&A sites also contain a large number of users who keep contributing questions and answers. And most of them are more likely to ask questions on topics they are interested in and answer questions in topics they are experts of.

Therefore, we believe that there are two main resources in Q&A sites: the users’ network and the Q&A content. From a user’s perspective, detecting communities of interests is useful to reveal the sub-structures of the user network and identify relevant peers. From the perspective of content, extracting topics is required to uncover the key subjects from massive content. So we are interested in the following research questions: Can we detect communities of interests in Q&A sites? Can we identify the common topics that bind them? Detecting communities of interests can contribute to the question routing problem [2][3], which is very important in Q&A sites optimization problems. It can also contribute to the community management, for instance by allowing to track the interest evolution or community evolution in Q&A sites.

Many community detection algorithms have been developed to discover sub-structures in social networks. Q&A sites support social networking, however, unlike networks such as Facebook, there are no explicit relationship-based links between their users. In fact, Q&A sites capture the connection of users by question-answer links or co-answer links. The users are not mainly concerned with nor aware of the links existing between them. The social network is said to be implicit. As a result, compared with other classical social networks, Q&A networks contain more star-shape structures (many users linked to a central user) than triangle-shape structures (users linked to each other). Moreover, people have multiple interests i.e. they belong to several communities of interests. It is therefore important to be able to detect their overlapping communities of interests.

We first tried to adapt a document clustering algorithm to the user clustering problem, similarly to [4]: we applied the classic LDA [5] algorithm to assign each user into several topic clusters, by replacing in this algorithm the documents by the users, and the document words by the tags acquired by users. The results were encouraging, however, the complexity of the probabilistic model was prohibitive. When analyzing the LDA model, we found that it largely exploits tags’ co-occurrence. This inspired us to design a much simpler and faster algorithm to detect topics. Then, based on the detected topics, we were able to identify the users’ interests. So the main contributions of this paper are, (1) a topic detection method to extract topics based on question tags, and (2) a user interest detection method to discover overlapping communities of interests.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we survey the state of the art of community detection approaches, and point out the differences among these works. Secondly, we introduce an empirical method to detect topics. Then we assign each user to these detected topics based on their interaction behaviors. Thirdly, we report the results of several experiments. They show that our approach is much faster and simpler, compared with other classic approaches, e.g. LDA [5], SLPA [6], and a Hierarchical clustering algorithm, while preserving the quality of the detection. Finally, we discuss about those methods and conclude on our contribution.

II. RELATED WORK

We distinguish between three kinds of approaches for community detection, depending on their characteristics: Graph-based methods are based on network structure; Clustering methods are based on the similarity of user profiles; LDA-based methods use probabilistic graphical model.
A. Graph-based methods

A first and direct solution is to extract an implicit network structure (such as question-answer network, co-answer network, etc.) from interaction traces to come down to a traditional community detection problem on social networks. Since intuitively, users are grouped by interests, and most of their interactions are based on shared interests, it is reasonable to induce a network structure from these interactions and then run community detection algorithms on the network. Many classical algorithms have been developed such as [6][7]. There are many constraints when adopting these methods. First, they do not take into account node attributes nor link attributes. Take co-answer network as an example, where nodes represent users and links represent users answering the same questions. In case two users are connected, these methods can only indicate that they have answered the same questions many times. They cannot provide the information whether they have answered questions on the same topic or on different topics. Second, some of the works adopting this approach cannot detect overlapping communities, while other works such as [6] address this problem.

B. Clustering methods

Community detection can also be envisioned as a clustering problem. By computing similarities between user profiles, one can detect groups according to clustering results. The choice of the similarity metrics is quite important and largely influences clustering results. To find similar interests, we first have to define the distance between user’s interests and the definition of this distance has a strong influence on the clustering results. For instance, we can consider a bag of tags with their weights to represent an interest, then compute the weighted tag distance to define the interest distance between two users. Clustering methods, such as [8][9], group users according to their features. They do not take the network structure into consideration. Moreover, some clustering algorithms normally output hard-partition communities, one user can only be assigned to one interest group. However, in the scenario we are interested in, a user often has more than one interest and should be assigned to more than one group simultaneously. This is a constraint for those hard-partition algorithms. [10] use spectral clustering to detect topics from the graph of tag co-occurrence. Compared to it, our approach is more efficient since we only run spectral clustering on a co-occurrence graph of selected tags (only 10% of all the tags). Besides, [10] does not give any details on how to compute the topic tag distribution and user topic distribution, while we do.

C. LDA-based models

A third approach consists in using a probabilistic graphical model for both the user profiles and the network structure to solve community detection problem. For example, [11] transform links to binary node attributes, then use a LDA-based model to detect communities. [12] use a LDA-based method on social tagging systems where users label resources with tags, but they do not consider the problem of overlapping community detection. [13] use an extended LDA-based model to analyze academic social networks in order to find expert authors, papers and conferences. A problem of these LDA-based models is that they normally assume soft-membership [14] which means that a user cannot have high probabilities to belong to several communities simultaneously. That is to say that the more communities a user belongs to, the less it belongs to each community (simply because probabilities have to sum to one). Moreover, [15] and [16] also use statistic model to detect overlapping communities. The difference is that LDA-based models normally integrate topic detection which can be used to interpret detected communities while the two above cited methods only detect overlapping communities without any topic information on each detected communities.

D. Short Summary

Table I summarizes the main features of the three approaches. Graph-based approaches normally use link information while ignoring node attributes. Some of them cannot detect overlapping communities or provide membership ratios which are weights denoting to what extent a user belongs to a community. Most of these methods cannot identify the topic in each detected community. Clustering approaches use node attributes to group similar users. Some of their results are hard-partition communities, with no overlapping and no membership information. LDA-based models overcome the shortcomings of graph-based and clustering approaches, using both node attributes and link information. Besides, LDA-based models normally combine community detection with topic detection, which could be used to interpret detected communities. Our proposed method is similar to LDA-based methods, in that it also enables to detect overlapping communities and identify the topics at the same time. It differs from LDA-based methods in that it enables to consider a user having high probabilities to belong to several communities simultaneously while these methods normally assume soft-membership [14]. In addition, our proposed method is much simpler and faster than LDA-based methods while preserving the quality of the detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: Comparison of the main approaches and our method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uses nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our-method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. TTD: TOPIC TREES DISTRIBUTIONS MODEL

A. Problem Definition

In StackOverflow\(^1\), a user submits a question, then assigns between 1 and 5 tags to indicate the topic of the question. Other users who are interested in the question may provide answers to the question. As the tags attached to the question can reflect its topic, users answering the question can be considered as interested by this topic. Let \( U = \{u_1, u_2, ..., u_n\} \) be the set of users, \( Q = \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_m\} \) the set of questions and \( T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_v\} \) the set of tags. We aim at (1) extracting topics distribution \( \text{Topic} = \{\text{topic}_1, \text{topic}_2, ..., \text{topic}_k\} \) from \( T \), and for each \( \text{topic}_k \), defining \( \text{topic}_k = \{p_{k1}, p_{k2}, ..., p_{kv}\} \) where \( p_{ki} \) denotes the probability of tag \( t_i \) to be related to \( \text{topic}_k \); and then (2) detecting user’s interests. For a user \( u_i \in U \), we define

\(^1\)http://www.stackoverflow.com/
Given a tag, the probability of its first-tag is computed by

\[
\Pr(\text{first-tag} = tag) = \frac{I(tag)\cdot \sigma(I(tag))}{\sum_{tag'} I(tag')\cdot \sigma(I(tag'))}
\]

For example, a question tagged with \{c#, iostream, fstream\} is related to \texttt{c#}; a question tagged with \{html, css, height\} is related to \texttt{html}. However, there are also some questions which have less tags and, in this case, the tags are less popular, like a question tagged with \{antlr\} or a question tagged with \{qt, boost\}. For these questions, the main domain is implicit. Our experiment dataset shows that nearly 12% questions only have one tag, and nearly 25% questions only have two tags. We propose an approach to enrich a question with a first tag when needed. It has two steps, the first one consists in computing the first-tag distribution. For example, as shown in Figure 1, let us consider the three tag lists, \{html, css, height\}, \{html, css, layout\}, and \{c#, gui, layout\}, respectively associated to questions Q1, Q2, Q3. The first-tag frequency map for \texttt{html} is \{html:2\}, the first-tag frequency map for \texttt{css} is \{html:2\}, and the first-tag frequency map for \texttt{layout} is \{html:1, c#:1\}. Given a tag, the probability of its first-tag is computed by equation 1, which is the MLE (most likelihood estimation) of the probability \(p(\text{first-tag} = tag)\), where \(I(tag)\) denotes the occurrence of tag and \(I(\text{first-tag}, tag)\) denotes the co-occurrence of \texttt{first-tag} and \texttt{tag}.

\[
p(\text{first-tag} = tag) = \frac{p(\text{first-tag} = tag)}{p(tag)} = \frac{I(\text{first-tag}, tag)}{I(tag)}
\]

We compute the probabilities just by normalizing the first-tag frequency map. In the example, the first-tag frequency map for \texttt{css} becomes \{html:1.0\} and the first-tag frequency map for \texttt{layout} becomes \{html:0.5, c#:0.5\}. In order to lower the probabilities of low frequency tags as first-tag, we use the squashing function 2:

\[
p(\text{first-tag} = tag) = \frac{I(\text{first-tag}, tag)}{I(tag)} \cdot \sigma(I(\text{first-tag}))
\]

where, \(\sigma(x)\) is sigmoid function, which is used as a squashing function for numerical stability. The value of sigmoid function is between 0 and 1. However, the shape of this function is largely determined by parameter \(k\). Considering the maximum value of tag frequency (tag \texttt{c#:31,801}) in our dataset, we chose \(k\) as 0.001 (dotted line), which will lower the probabilities of low frequency tags as first-tag while maintaining the probabilities of high frequency tags as first-tag. Figure 2 recalls the shape of the sigmoid function for different values of \(k\).

For example, if the first-tag frequency map for \texttt{css} is \{html:10, jquery:2\}, then, when normalizing first-tag \texttt{html}, \(p(\text{html} = \text{css}) = 10, \sum(p(\text{record_freq}) = 12, p(\text{html}) = 5,552\). As a result, \(p(\text{html}|\text{css}) = 0.8301\). Similarly, for each tag, we provide a list of enriching first-tags with estimated probabilities.

The second step of our approach consists in choosing a first-tag to enrich each question. Given a question’s tag list, we fetch the top 5 first-tags (with the highest probabilities). Then we accumulate the corresponding probabilities with a discount taking into account the position of the tag in the tag list associated to the question, as shown in equation 3.

\[
p_j = p_{1,j} + p_{2,j} \cdot \text{dis} + ... + p_{k,j} \cdot \text{dis}^{k-1} \text{for } j \in [1, V], k \in [1, K]
\]

where \(p_j\) denotes the probability of the first-tag for a given question, \(p_{k,j}\) denotes the probability for tag \(k\) to have the tag \(j\) as its first-tag, \(V\) denotes the number of all the first-tags, \(K\) denotes the number of tags in the given question and \(\text{dis}\) denotes the discount due to the position.

Then we consider the first-tag with the highest probability as the enriching first-tag. If this first-tag already exists in the original tag list, we simply skip the insertion, or else we insert it at the first position of the question’s tag list. We processed 242,552 tag lists from the StackOverflow Q&A site, and our method enriched 33,622 of them (13.5%). Table II presents the results of the enrichment of 8 tag lists (enriched tags are in bold).

### C. Topic Extraction

From the observation of our dataset, we confirmed the natural intuition that high frequency tags are more generic and low frequency tags are more specific, and most of the low frequency tags are related to a more generic tag. Similar observation was also found in [17]. Besides, [18] shows that tag frequency in Q&A sites also satisfies power law
distribution [19]. For example, for a question tagged with \{c++, iostream, fstream\} (with tags sorted according to their frequencies), we could find that it was related to c++ and to the iostream topic of c++, and more specifically, that it focused on fstream. This inspired us to build a tag tree to represent it and compute the probability for a tag to be related to a topic. Figure 3 illustrates the process of building a tag tree. Figure 4 illustrates an example of html’s tree. Our topic extraction method is described in Algorithm 1. In the build trees process (lines 1-5), we build a tag tree according to the position of tags in a question, and record the occurrence of each node. For example, let us consider again the tag lists of question Q1, Q2, Q3 in Figure 1. Based on them, we construct two trees. The root of the first tree is html, the occurrence of this node is $I(root_{1}, root_{html})$, which has only one child html-related tag tree, then the occurrence of tag html and tag html among the question’s taglist. For example, if tag zombie-process never occurs in a html-related tag tree, then the probability of tag zombie-process to be related to html-related topics is 0, which could lead to some problems when dealing with young datasets. It is quite easy to fix it just by using Laplace smoothing, as shown in equation 5. Table III shows the top tags and their probabilities detected by our method.

**Algorithm 1: Topic extraction**

\begin{verbatim}
input : enriched tag list of questions, topic number K output: topic-tag distribution
1 /*build trees process, shown in Fig 3*/
2 trees = null /*initialize*/
3 foreach question's taglist do
4     trees.insert(taglist)
5 end
6 /*build affinity matrix for root_tags*/
7 root_tags = trees.get_root_tags()
8 affinities_matrix = build_affinity(root_tags)
9 /*run spectral-clustering on affinity matrix*/
10 groups = spectral_clustering(affinities_matrix, K)
11 /*combine tree according to groups*/
12 new_trees = combine_tree(trees, groups)
13 /*compute topic-tag distribution*/
14 topic_distributions = compute_distribution(new_trees)
\end{verbatim}

The root of the second tree is html, and each one occurs in Q1, Q2, Q3. The root of the second tree is html, and each one occurs in Q1, Q2, Q3. The root of the second tree is html, and each one occurs in Q1, Q2, Q3.
We used the spectral clustering implementation of scikit-learn toolkit. We only run it on the root nodes, which have quite a small size (around 1175 nodes with the tag enrichment process), which means we only need to build affinity matrix on these root nodes and the overall cost is acceptable.

D. User Interest Detection

In StackOverflow, users answering a question can be considered as interested in the tags of the question. As a result, a starting point for user interest detection is to model the initial situation as follows: a user answering a question acquires the tags attached to this question and gradually, each user acquires a list of tags. So we represent a user by a tag list: \( U = \{ U_i \}_{i=1}^n \), where \( U_i = \{ \text{tag}_i \} \). Our goal is, for each user \( U_i \), to find \( I_i = \{ I_{i,1}, I_{i,2}, ..., I_{i,k} \} \), where \( I_{i,k} \) denotes the probability of user \( U_i \) to be related to topic \( k \). As we already have a topic-tag distribution we simply compute user-topic distribution according to equation 6 where \( P_{i,k} \) denotes the probability of tag \( t \) to be related to topic \( k \). We then normalize the probabilities between 0 and 1 by dividing the global max value. We use the \( \log \) function for numerical stability. Here we do not apply normalization at the level of the user, because like [14], we believe that each user could have a high interest in two or more topics simultaneously, while most of the probabilistic graphical models including LDA and PLSA require the sum of all the probabilities is 1, which means that a user cannot have high probabilities to many topics simultaneously. Our method does not have this limitation. Then we identify users’ communities of interests based on the user-topic distribution: a user having a high probability for a topic should be a member of the community of the topic.

\[
I_{i,k} = \log \left\{ \sum_{t=1}^{N} P_{i,k} + 1 \right\}
\]

(6)

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION ON STACKOVERFLOW DATA

We conducted experiments on the dataset of the activity on the popular Q&A site StackOverflow between 2008 and 2009, which is available, to evaluate the performance of our approach compared to three other community detection algorithms. The total number of users is 103K. Among them, 47K users submitted at least one question, and 54K users answered at least one question. The total number of tags attached to questions is 24K, and 20% of them are used more than 10 times. The frequency of tags follows a power law distribution. The total number of posts is 1.1M; among them there are 242K questioners and 870K answers.

A. Performance of Topic Extraction

We use the Perplexity [5] metric to measure the topic extraction performance. It is a common metric in the topic modeling area, measuring how well the words in test documents are represented by the word distribution of extracted topics. The intuition is that a better model will tend to assign higher probabilities to the test dataset, corresponding to a lower perplexity value. We split the dataset (question tag lists), 80% as training set, 20% as testing set. We run LDA and our method on the training set to get the topic distribution. Then for a test set of \( M \) questions’ tag lists (\( N_d \) denotes the number of tags in \( d^{th} \) question) the Perplexity score is computed as shown in equation 7:

\[
\text{Perplexity}(D_{\text{test}}) = \exp \left\{ \frac{\sum_{d=1}^{M} \log p(t|\text{tag})}{\sum_{d=1}^{M} N_d} \right\}
\]

(7)

In our model, \( p(t|\text{tag}) \) is computed by \( p(t|\text{topic}) \). In order to obtain \( p(t|\text{topic}) \) distribution, we just compute it similarly to user interest detection (see Section III-D), by replacing user tag lists by question tag lists. The only difference is that we normalize the question topic distribution to make sure that the sum of a question’s topic distribution is 1. We show and compare the average perplexity score in Figure 5. \textit{empirical} represents our method, \textit{empirical\_noEnrich} represents our method without first-tag enrichment. We find that our method could outperform the state-of-the-art topic model LDA. The reason is, compared with traditional document topic modeling use cases, question tag lists in Q&A sites are very short, and LDA performs poorly in this situation. Besides, our first-tag enrichment method can improve the performance when the topic number is not very large. Another point is that, benefiting from a tree structure for topics, we can easily extract sub-topics from a given topic. Besides, our community detection method is based on a tree model, so extracting these sub-topics can help us find sub-communities within a detected community. Table IV shows the top tags of \textit{java}'s sub-topics \textit{html} and of topic \textit{html}. We can find that the differences are noticeable for topics: a user who is interested in topic \textit{html} is not necessarily interested in \textit{java}'s sub-topic \textit{html} and vice versa.

B. Performance of User Interest Detection

Traditional community detection algorithms are based on the network structure. As there is no explicit network in our dataset and in order to compare our work with other approaches on the same dataset, we extracted a network of interactions between users: a co-answer network inspired by the notion of co-view network introduced in [9]. The idea behind is that if two users answer the same question they
Our aim was to evaluate the similarity between users within a detected community of interest. We mainly used the jaccard similarity and cosine similarity of two user’s tag lists to evaluate the similarity of two user’s interests. We used a modified modularity metric to compute the difference between the average similarity between the users within a community (avg_inner) and the average similarity between the users in a community and some user randomly chosen from the whole dataset (avg_rand). This is captured in Equation 8, where $N$ represents the number of users in a community $C$, and $Simi$ denotes the similarity function. $Rand_U$ represents users that are randomly chosen from the whole data set. A higher value of avg_inner denotes that users within a community are very similar. A lower value of avg_rand denotes that users of a community are not very similar to random users. So a higher value of modularity means a larger difference between avg_inner and avg_rand, which is considered as a better partition of communities. As the metric has random variables, we run the experiments 10 times and each time we used different random users. Besides, we created a center user in each community by averaging all users’ tag lists and frequencies, then we computed the average similarity between each user in a community and this center user as avg_center. As introduced before, each method gives 1 ∼ 3 community labels for each user to indicate the level of interest. So we evaluated each level of interest respectively.

$$Modularity(C) = \frac{\text{avg}_{inner}(\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} Simi(U_i, U_j))}{\text{avg}_{rand}(\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} Simi(U_i, Rand_U_j))}$$

Experiment results are shown in Table V. We run each method on the co-answer dataset for 10 times, and listed the average value. We found that our method is better than the three other methods in detecting High level communities of interests with both metrics. The reason why our method is not very good on Low level interest is that it allows users to belong to more than one community with high probabilities. This puts some irrelevant users in Low level communities of interests which decreases the similarity between users. Table VI shows some users and their interests detected with our method and their top 10 tags. The first row contains user ids, the second row contains their detected communities of interests with their probabilities. The following ten rows show the top 10 tags for each user. We replaced community labels by names assigned according to the tags in each topic interest.

### C. Scalability

We also evaluated the scalability of each method. However, as these methods are written in different programming languages, it is not fair to consider this as a precise evaluation, but more as an indication. To increase the stability of the comparison, we run experiments 10 times, and only listed the average values. We used a Java implementation of LDA algorithm. All the other methods were implemented in Python. For our method, the time of user interest detection was also counted...
in. For LDA and SLPA, we set the iteration number at 100. We run the experiments on a computer with 3GHz Intel i7 CPU and 8GB RAM. From the experiment, we could find that LDA, SLPA and our method are linear in terms of the number of users. Although LDA algorithm is theoretically $O(n \times m)$ in each iteration, with $n$ representing the number of users, and $m$ representing the number of tags for each user, when we test it on large datasets, it clearly appears that only $n$ actually has an impact. $m$ changes very little, so it could be regarded as linear. Besides, [21] proved that LDA model requires a few hundreds of iterations to obtain stable topic distribution. Our model does not have this limitation.

\[ \text{Similarity} \]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Similarity} & \text{High Interest} & \text{Medium Interest} & \text{Low Interest} \\
\hline
\text{Metric} & \text{avg cos} & \text{avg jaccard} & \text{avg inner} & \text{avg jaccard} & \text{avg inner} & \text{avg jaccard} & \text{avg inner} \\
\hline
\text{Empirical} & 0.362 & 0.035 & 4.307 & 0.248 & 0.035 & 0.250 & 2.042 & 0.011 & 0.000 & 0.042 & 2.548 & 0.011 \\
\hline
\text{LDA} & 0.167 & 0.035 & 4.288 & 0.178 & 0.035 & 0.039 & 2.339 & 0.177 & 0.044 & 0.049 & 2.512 & 0.155 \\
\hline
\text{SLPA} & 0.151 & 0.041 & 3.171 & 0.161 & 0.040 & 0.000 & 2.945 & 0.012 & 0.015 & 2.105 & 0.033 & 0.000 \\
\hline
\text{Clustering} & 0.130 & 0.064 & 3.711 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 & 0.000 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[ \text{Fig. 6: Scalability of the compared user interest detection methods} \]

\[ \text{TABLE VI: Examples of user interests detected with our empirical method} \]

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{list.title} & \text{list.108883} & \text{list.15839} \\
\hline
\text{co-dev} (0.081) & \text{db-dev} (0.193) & \text{web-dev} (0.528) \\
\hline
\text{sql-server} (21) & \text{java} (133) & \text{db} (107) \\
\text{sql} (23) & \text{c#} (26) & \text{c#} (89) \\
\text{sql (4)} & \text{oracle} (27) & \text{javascript} (96) \\
\text{description} (4) & \text{net} (47) & \text{net} (20) \\
\text{sql-server-2005} (5) & \text{subjective} (15) & \text{subjective} (20) \\
\text{net (3)} & \text{windows} (13) & \text{windows} (20) \\
\text{mysql} (2) & \text{eclipse} (12) & \text{eclipse} (20) \\
\text{mysql} (2) & \text{regen} (10) & \text{regen} (10) \\
\text{asp.net} (2) & \text{mysql} (0.031) & \text{mysql} (0.031) \\
\hline
\text{php} (38) & \text{mongo} (0.031) & \text{c-dev} (0.063) \\
\text{mongo} (16) & \text{template (62)} & \text{template (62)} \\
\text{html (46)} & \text{sql} (53) & \text{sql} (53) \\
\text{css (87)} & \text{linus (48)} & \text{linus (48)} \\
\text{jquery (37)} & \text{subjective} (45) & \text{subjective} (45) \\
\text{asp.net} (10) & \text{postgresql (64)} & \text{postgresql (64)} \\
\text{ajax (26)} & \text{ Criterion (44)} & \text{Criterion (44)} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\[ \text{D. Discussion} \]

To sum up, most community detection algorithms work well on real-life social networks which contain many triangle-shape structures. The interactions between the users in these networks are mainly based on their relationships. It is also noticeable that the relationships which a user in such network can maintain are limited and most likely restricted by the location (co-author networks in academia is also in this situation), so the overall structure of the network is flatter, scattered and with many triangle-shape structures. Comparatively, in Q&A sites, such as StackOverflow, there are no fixed relationships between users. Users interact with each other based on their own interests. And they are not aware of whom they are interacting with, so they will not maintain explicit relationships. Besides, a user can interact with any other user and mainly interacts with the "gurus" (most of questions are answered by a small group of people). So the overall structure of the network is octopus-shape [22] with less triangle-shape structures. According to [23], the average number of triangle-shape structures per user in twitter dataset is around 35714, while in our co-answer dataset, the number of triangle-shape structure per user is around 30 which is far less. So, graph-based community detection methods fail in such situation. The result of SLPA algorithm shows that it outputs one or two giant groups, together with many tiny groups that only contain a small number of users as depicted in Figure 7, where each color represents a detected community. We can also see that the network contains less triangle-shape structures and a high-density core. It also indicates that the network has huge overlaps. Since clustering methods normally generate hard-partitions communities, they cannot detect the overlapping communities which are typical in our case. Concerning the LDA-based methods, on one hand, in our dataset, question tag lists are quite short, and the experiment shows that our topic extraction method gives better results in this situation. On the other hand, the probabilistic graphical model requires hundreds of iterations to get stable results [21] which is more complicated and slower than our method. We also conducted similar experiments on a Flickr dataset in order to show our method is not specific to StackOverflow. Recalling our research questions (Can we detect communities of interests in Q&A sites? Can we also identify the topics that attract them?) we believe we propose a topic detection method which is very suitable for Q&A datasets and an efficient user
interest detection method to discover overlapping communities of interests.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the problem of detecting overlapping communities of interests in Q&A sites. By studying the Stackoverflow dataset and the LDA algorithm, we proposed TTD (Topic Trees Distributions) a tag tree based topic extraction model. We then exploited the extracted topic information to detect overlapping communities of interests. We conducted experiments on a dataset from the popular Q&A site StackOverflow to compare different approaches. The results indicate that for this kind of web communities our method can be a good replacement for more complicated methods in detecting overlapping communities of interests. There are also limitations in our work, in particular our model requires each question to have several tags to the question. There are many potential future directions for this work. An interesting one is to track the evolution of communities of interests and the evolution of users’ interests.
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